HOW PRICING
WORKS
Bridal henna depends on the
type of design you want. The
size, detail and intricacy
determines how much your
bridal henna will cost. The most
basic type of bridal henna is
$60.00 which includes both
hands both sides and both feet
(sample image on page 6).
Ideally if you can send us an
image of the type of design you
want we can quote you much
accurately. You can choose from
a wide selection of styles that
our artists have created or if
there is something that you
stumble across elsewhere. We
can use any image as
inspiration and create
something original for you.

BRIDAL PARTY
HENNA
(BRIDESMAIDS,
GUESTS AND
OTHER FAMILY)
For a simple design (as shown
in the image →→→
it is $5 per hand per side.
Often times the really close
members of the family like the
sister, mother, mother in law etc.
will want to get heavier designs.
For fuller designs price starts at
$10 per hand per side.
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If you look at the images below, you will get an idea of the diﬀerence between an intricate and not so
intricate bridal design. Images on the left are more spaced out and have more bolder designs. For
something like this you can expect to pay $130-150. For images on the right that are far more
extensive, also known as Rajhistani designs, you are looking at about $250-300.
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Application

24 Hours

WHAT HENNA DO WE
USE?
We guarantee the darkest stain
possible for your skin. And for that
reason, we only use the freshest crop
and the most authentic essential oils.
We make fresh batches of henna every
week in the summer season and every
two weeks in the winter months. Our
henna powder is imported from
Rajhistan, India.

The morning after

48 Hours

WHEN SHOULD YOU
DO YOUR HENNA
A huge indicator of natural henna is that
it develops on your skin over time. We
recommend that you do your henna 48
hours prior to your main event. As
indicated in the image, your stain will
come in its full bloom around 48 hours.
If you have a turmeric ceremony (also
known as Haldi, Dying ceremony or
Mayan) it is recommended that the
henna be applied after because
turmeric is a natural exfoliant and it
WILL lighten the stain.

TRIAL AND CONSULTATION

PACKAGES

It is highly recommended that the bride come in for a

Once you choose your bridal design, you can inform us

consultation. This will allow the Artist and the Bride to

of the approximate number of people for your henna

choose a design, talk about details of the event and

party and we can work out a package deal. There may

also get a free trial to see the stain our henna paste.

or may not be a travel charge based on the location you

Especially brides who have had bad henna stains in the

want the artist to commute to. However, if there are

past would benefit greatly and there will be no surprises

more than a certain number of people, that charge can

on the actual day. There are two locations that we

be waived. We recommend our clients to book all their

currently conduct consultations at :

henna events with us (bride and groom side) to get the

5580 Cortina Cres, Mississsauga ON, L4Z 3R2

best possible deal.

1386 Gerrard street, Toronto, M4L 2A1
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SAMPLE DESIGNS WITH PRICING
We firmly believe that we can work with ANY budget and create what you desire. When we are
asked the question “why are you charging more for design x and less for design y?” Our answer is
simple. “the details determine the price” Some designs may look full and heavy but they may not be
as intricate and others. Similarly some designs may have more negative spaces but are extremely
concentrated in certain areas. Below are some examples to give you an idea of what diﬀerent styles
of designs look like with their corresponding prices.

Simple Bridal
henna for both
hands both sides
and feet $80

Semi intricate Mid-way to the elbow
and up to the ankles. Both hands
front and back and both feet $110
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Intricate on the hands 4 inches above
the wrist and simple designs on the feet
up to the ankle $140

Arabic designs heavy on the
palms, spaced out on the back
and simple on the feet $160

intricate 4 inches above the wrist
and 4 inches above ankles $180
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Semi intricate up to the elbows and
4 inches below the knees $250

Intricate hands above the elbow
and Feet up to the ankle $450-500
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BOOK WITH US
The booking process is quite simple. There is a deposit required based
on the package that you choose. Once all the details have been
decided and you are ready to go ahead with the booking, we will draft
up a contract and send it over. Upon receiving that, you be required to
look over it and make any amendments that you want. If everything
looks good, you simply send the deposit and your booking is
confirmed.

ANY QUESTIONS?
If there is are any more questions or concerns that you would like to speak about, please do
not hesitate to give us a call at 647-888-2263 or fill out our contact form on our website at
www.hennagurus.com. Prefer email? Email us at komalmoon@hotmail.com

WE LOOK FORWARD TO DOING YOUR HENNA!
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